
President’s Report - October / November 2018

Dear members, 

This will be our last newsletter for 2018.  We will send a summary sheet at the 

beginning of 2019 with commentary from our artXtra exhibition. Patrick’s finished

work and details of his workshop will also be included.

I hope you have all been painting furiously ready for take-in on Thursday 

1st November 10am to 6pm.   You should have received an entry form by email

but if not please go to our website and download the form.

We have had two great workshops in the last few weeks.  Mark Dober 

inspired us with a Fred Williams look-alike in watercolour and oil pastels.  

Patrick Carroll had us on the edge of our seats with his demonstration, of not 

just his painting, but the mind-set that preceded the mark making.  What both

artists conveyed was their own unique style and their enthusiasm to inspire us 

and to share their methods and thinking behind the artwork.  

The success of these two workshops will hopefully be repeated next year.  

If there is someone you would like to see give a demonstration/workshop 

please let me know.

Our artXtra arrangements are proceeding well.  If you were not at our last

meeting a discussion took place re the LCAS inviting The Sculpture Society to 

join us at our artXtra exhibition with a  small number of exhibits.   They will have 

a separate financial arrangement with the Lane Cove Gallery, will man and look

after the sale of their sculptures, and they will help us financially with the opening

night expenses.  Insurance is also their responsibility.  The arrangement was 

made with the view that both organisations would benefit from double the 

contacts/visitors.  Depending on the success it may or may not suit either party

next year.  It is a trial, to hopefully increase the numbers walking through the

gallery, and perhaps buying a sculpture or painting that they may not have done

previously.

Our next meeting is October 23rd  - Jenny Saunders from Larry Post and 

our last meeting November 27th – Garry Foye.  This is also our Christmas 

meeting, the last for the year, when we share a glass of wine and everyone 

brings a small plate of food.  There will be a lucky chair prize.

I hope to see you at the meetings, but if not, please have a very SAFE and

Happy Christmas.

Best regards

Lyn Teal, President  

Next Meetings, 
Demonstrations & Talks – 
see details page 2

• Tuesday 23rd October
Jenny Saunders from online art

suppliers Larry Post will show

their product range.

• Tuesday 27th November  
Guest artist will be Garry Foye,

whose work relates to the land-

scape created by humans. This is

also our Christmas meeting. 

• Meeting time 7.30pm on 

the fourth Tuesday each month

except December and January.

• Meeting place Living and

Learning Centre, 180 Longueville

Road, Lane Cove (street level

room at the end of the corridor)

• Parking On the street or 

Woolworths car park.
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Join the Lane Cove Art 
Society Committee and assist
our great team to run our 
wonderful Art Society. Going
over 50 years, and still vibrant!
Contact a member of the 
Committee (see below)
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Recent Demonstrations and Talks

Guest Artist for August– Pamela Honeyfield
Headphones, Music and Action… By Margaret Vickers

Communication occurs in so many ways. When abstract

painter Pamela Honeyfield addressed the August meeting

of the Lane Cove Art Society she demonstrated her special

way of conveying ideas and impressions of the landscape.

Abstraction is her forte and it is a very arresting and per-

plexing artworld removed from reality yet richly fed by 

fleeting impressions of place.

Trained at the National Art School from 1989 – 91 then

completing a Masters of Art Therapy at the Western Univer-

sity of Sydney Nepean in 1994 -5, Pamela has since

worked full time as an art therapist at Giant Steps liasing

with autistic children. Art matters. The creative pulse of

each person needs an outlet and art can provide a platform

for emotions to be vented freely.

Pamela has won many art awards such as the Blake

prize, the Gosford Regional art prize, the Pro Hart Broken

Hill award to name but a few. When one views her website

it is understandable why Pamela is finding it hard to keep

up with the demand for her work. It is an enviable position

for an artist to be in. It was also fascinating to hear that one

of Pamela’s teachers in year one at art school was Elisabeth

Cummins. Apparently Elisabeth Cummins has attended

some of Pamela’s exhibitions. One wonders if the teacher

sees anything of her abstract mark making in the artwork 

of her one time student!

Pamela has a studio at One Plus Two at Lilyfield where

she “hibernates” from the real world. Donning headphones

allows her to enter another world, that of Led Zepplein at

full blast. Here we see the creative output of a musical leg-

end feeding the creative pulse of

another artist – an abstract oil

painter. Dance, music and move-

ment are essential to the mark

making of Pamela encouraging

free marks to be made on the 

canvas. 

Artistic influences abound 

from the luminaries in the abstract

artworld. Pamela loves the work 

of Cy Twombly, Mark Rothko, 

Willem de Kooning, Tony Tuckson and Elisabeth Cummins.

Although you may not ‘get’ the marks these artists make 

it certainly opens up another artistic world rich in visual 

imagery. Pamela admitted that she often used bands of

colour in her earlier work. Now the bands have been 

abstracted but are still present in her work.

The Macquarie Dictionary defines abstraction as being

characterized by “ dynamic qualities of spontaneity and 

improvisation”. When Pamela used oil sticks on a prepared

canvas her movement and marks were certainly free. “ My
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Pamela showing her technique.

Next Meetings

Guest Artist for 23rd October  – Jenny Saunders
Online art suppliers Larry Post have a large range of products

available to artists.  At our October meeting their represen-

tative Jenny Saunders will show us what they have to offer.

Guest Artist for  27th November   – Garry Foye
Garry Foye is a Sydney artist and has been a 

finalist in numerous Art Awards such as the

Adelaide Perry Drawing Prize, Dobell Drawing

Prize, Kedumba Acquisitive Drawing Award,

Doug Moran Portrait Prize and the Archibald

Drawing Prize. He has a Bachelor of Visual Arts

and an Associate Diploma of Fine Art. His work

relates to landscape, not in the usual sense 

of copying nature, but the landscape our society creates.

Memories too play a large part, as he attempts to evoke 

a sense of place in his work. The subject ranges from 

redundant mining areas, such as the old shale mine in 

Capertee Valley, the gold fields of Hill End, to the weathered

terrace houses in Balmain, with their layers of over-painting

that suggest a nostalgia for a time gone, but not forgotten.

ArtXtra! – on display for 3 weeks!
Lane Cove Gallery (upstairs)
Exhibition opens: 9th – 29th November 
Opening night 9th November
Monday to Saturday 10am – 4.30pm 

Entry forms and payment to put in work for

our members’ exhibition, ArtXtra!, are due on

Monday 22nd October, so there is still time

to get your entry in.  This will be our longest ever show, 

with our work on display from opening night on Friday 9th

November to Friday 29th. With Christmas just around the

corner, we will be giving our friends, relations and all art

lovers plenty of time to choose and purchase their favourite

artworks.

Entry form & Fees: Monday 22nd October.  

Only financial members are eligible.

Number of entries: 3 works per artist (NB not 4 as previously)
Handling fee: $15 per work
Roster duty: If you exhibit, you must help!  Ring Barbara

Goldin on 0404 511 011 for roster times and enter them on

your entry form.

Delivery of works: Thursday 1st November 10.00am to

6.00pm to Gallery Lane Cove, 164 Longueville Road.

Opening: Friday 9th November at 6.00pm by our Patron,

Ian Longbottom

Exhibition open: Sat 10 – Thurs 29 November
Collection of works: Friday 30 November 10am to 6.00pm.
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best work happens when I lose myself in my canvas,”

Pamela remarked. She has a relationship with her canvas.

All relationships need input. Not all inputs work as one had

hoped but the secret is to keep working the canvas until

the tonal qualities hum together. On a practical note

Pamela showed the audience the green “ easy to get off”

tape she uses ( available at Bunnings) to attain a clean

edge to her canvas.

Pamela has always felt the need to draw. Interestingly,

when she draws, time can become a different reality

where the past, the present and the future all co exist.

How totally fascinating. It is a concept that the indigenous

believe in too as do our scientists who speak of black

holes and time warps. In her world time does not always

have a unidimensional path. It seems so appropriate that

even time has an abstracted quality in Pamela’s world.

Abstraction removes us from reality as we know it. It is

enriching to have artists who are true adventurers on a

quest to uncover artistic destinations that they themselves

have no knowledge of, yet they are committed to the 

journey of discovery. Our visual world is greatly enriched

as a result of their endeavours and our social interaction is

massaged as art discussions are fostered. Thank you for

sharing your abstracted artworld with us Pamela.

September guest artist Pamela Fairburn
Are You having too much Fun? By Margaret Vickers

Pamela Fairburn, former President of the Lane Cove Art

Society was the guest demonstrator for the September

meeting (2018) of the Lane Cove Art Society. At very short

notice she gave an outstanding mixed media demonstra-

tion combining watercolours and oil pastels.

A gifted communicator and practicing art teacher and

art tour leader, Pamela generously shared her knowledge

to an enthralled audience. Pamela confessed to being a

water and nature lover. Photos are often taken of interest-

ing patterns and scenes that catch her eye when walking

through the bush and foreshore. They provide inspiration

for her mark making.

A few introductory comments were made about the

materials she was going to use in her presentation. Oil pas-

tels unlike soft pastels do not “shatter” but rather act as a

resist when applied to the paper. “They are a wonderful tool

for drawing,” remarked Pamela. Sennelier was the preferred

brand because of their “yummy” buttery consistency. It al-

lows them to blend so well to the paper surface. In part of

the demonstration Pamela used what looked like an oil stick

but in fact was  a large oil pastel. Possessing the nuanced

understanding of her materials and an enthusiasm 

to try different combinations of materials with experimental

application tools are contributing factors behind this multi

award winning artists creative marks. 

How marks are made determines

the ‘character’ of the line that makes

up the drawing. Use varying pressure

and free arm movements when 

making marks. Standing while you

work allows more fluid movement

across the paper resulting in a more

interesting mark. To accentuate a 

freer mark Pamela taped an oil pastel

to the end of a stick and let it explore

the Saunders watercolour paper 

she was using.

Texture within a work can be created in a variety of

ways. If the surface of the paper is rough then dragging 

an oil pastel across it can produce instant “lichen looking”

patterns. What tool you use will influence the  appearance

of a mark. A sponge will make a mark that is very different

from a scraper dragged across the sursurface is scratched

into (a technique known as scraffito) and watercolour is 

then applied then it will seep into these scratches giving 

a deeper tonal line. Using a candle creates yet another 

“resist” mark that appears like magic when watercolour is

applied. 

Once Pamela had drawn a composition of angophoras

and rocks with a variety 

of tools and oil pastels

she then set about apply-

ing water-colour over the

top of this base layer of

drawing.  She used a 

watercolour brush very

gently in this step so as

not to dislodge the under

layer of oil pastel and yes

little beads of water did

coagulate on the oil 

pastel. This enhanced 

the textural quality of 

the artwork. Although the

palette of colours was 

“restrained” for Pamela

what emerged was a

Pamela’s finished painting.

Pamela’s demonstration.

Pamela’s finished painting ‘Coastal Angophoras’.
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Remember to check out our website:
www.lanecoveartsociety.com.au
for all the information on meetings, exhibition entry 

forms, workshops and membership renewal forms.

Pamela’s finished painting ‘Coastal Angophoras’.

beautiful work full of free marks and the magic that happens

when materials are allowed the freedom to do their own

thing. It was so mesmerizing to watch watercolours meet

one another – 

no shyness there just pure magic.

Importantly Pamela discussed the way forward. Once

these base layers have dried there is nothing stopping an

artist from adding more layers, but only if the work needs it.

Sometimes less really is more.

Just as in life, art making is brimming with possibilities.

Art has the power to completely transport you into a world

where nothing else matters – hence its power to recharge

the spirit. For this reason alone why not join an art class and

have some fun or do a workshop at your local gallery?

Thank you Pamela for providing your much loved Lane

Cove Art Society with a fascinating evening of art.
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Harmony and impact: a new way 
with watercolour and oil pastel
by Diana Hallowes

Those of us who were lucky enough to attend Mark 

Dober’s stimulating mixed media workshop were shown 

an entirely new way to work with watercolours, oil pastels

and gouache.  Mark uses this combination en plein air, 

creating paintings full of atmosphere and rich with the 

patterns of the landscape.

Channelling master Australian artist Fred Williams, 

we used a limited palette of watercolours, from which 

we were able to mix a surprisingly wide variety of colours 

and tones on a white ceramic plate. This created harmony

in the work, and impact was created by juxtaposing the

patches of watercolour with oil pastel, which also acted 

as a resist.  Gouache, opaque and dense, provided an

added counterpoint.

“Work slowly, carefully; be direct but not casual; make

confident marks,” advised Mark.  Nature is very varied 

and our work should reflect that variety.

We created two works during the workshop, one a 

full page sheet using a photo of a landscape by Fred

Williams, the other a half page using a photo of a land-

scape as source material.  Mark explained that it was 

necessary to work from photos at an indoor workshop 

but that he normally works on site and regards his 

paintings as a direct response to his experience.

We found there was an abstract element to what we

were doing and that varied from person to person.  We

were aware of the interplay of negative and positive 

space, and of the impact created by small areas of

intense colour.  A painting should be visually interesting.

Thank you, Mark, for a fascinating workshop.
Paint with us en plein air 
25th and 29th October
The Coal Loader Waverton 10.00am to 12.30 
Join our monthly get-together. Bring your lunch and 

painting or drawing equipment. Open to members 

and friends of LCAS. Contact Julie 0405712995 or 

Lyn 0432 105600. 

Upcoming Exhibitions & Competitions
2018 KAAF (Korea-Australia Arts Foundation) Art Prize

Entries Close: Friday, 26 Oct 2018 at 11:59pm 

Finalist Announcement: Evening of Saturday, 3 Nov 2018 
(via website www.kaaf.org.au)
Exhibition: Friday 30 Nov 2018 - 25 January 2019
Venue: Korean Cultural Centre Sydney

255 Elizabeth St, Sydney NSW 2000

Life Drawing classes in our brand new Guy Warren Studio.
October, 20th and 27th, November 3rd and 10th
10am to 12pm
We have 15 brand new easels as well as tables if you prefer

to work using those. The gallery will provide the model and

you can draw at your own pace. Bookings are essential and

payment needs to be made in advance for the classes as we

will need to have a minimum number of students booked in

for us to proceed. 

$25 per session Payment can be made on line

https://www.gallerylanecove.com.au/adultsworkshops
Or alternatively please call us at the gallery 94284898

WHAT’S ON AT THE GALLERY
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